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Introduction 

 

This section of the application and assessment of environmental effects is to fulfil the requirements of 

Schedule 4, 6(1)(f) of the Resource Management Act that requires the following: 

(f) identification of the persons affected by the activity, any consultation undertaken, and any responses 

to the views of any person consulted.  

Parties initially identified included:  

 Waikato Tainui 

 Ngāti Hauā 

 Ngāti Korokī Kahukura 

 Auckland-Waikato Fish & Game 

 Department of Conservation 

 Neighbours to the Wastewater Irrigation farms 

 New Zealand Transport Agency 

Shoof International 

Waikato District Council 

 Waikato District Health Board 

 Waipa District Council  

A summary of the technical reports that are appended to the AEE submitted to Waikato Regional Council on 

30 July 2018 was circulated to these identified parties. 

With the development by Fonterra of the wastewater strategy, that identified the need for a wastewater 

treatment facility (WWTF) or equivalent technology to treat the wastewater, it was considered essential that 

consultation associated with the resource consent applications was broadened. Consultation was therefore 

extended to include those parties potentially affected by the construction and operation of the WWTF and in 

particular to those residents on Aspin Road, with a view to the Buxton farm and the proposed location of the 

WWTF, and the wider community.  

Approximately 200 invitations and including a summary of the proposed Hautapu site ‘Water and 

Wastewater Strategy’ were delivered to neighbours by letterbox drop. 
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A public notice was placed in the Waikato Times newspaper 5th and 9th May and in the local newspaper 

Cambridge Edition 9th May, inviting the public to an afternoon event or an evening presentation to discuss 

the application by Fonterra for replacement consents. Each meeting would include the opportunity for 

questions and answers.  

Consultation with IWI 
Early discussion with Waikato Tainui (Tim Manukau) directed Fonterra to consult specifically with Ngāti 

Hauā and Ngāti Korokī Kahukura.  

A meeting was held (June 2017) with Ngāti Hauā (Weka Pene (Environmental Officer), Charmaine Hotene 

and Mandy Heta) at which Fonterra invited Ngāti Hauā to undertake a Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA), 

the purpose being that this would assist Fonterra with its Water and Wastewater Strategy for the re-

consenting of its wastewater discharge to land and also the discharge of processing wastewater to the 

Waikato River. A broad scope for the CIA, covering aspects such as the site activities, consents currently 

held by Fonterra Hautapu and expiring in 2019, and the objectives of the cultural impact assessment and 

request for a proposal from Ngāti Hauā was provided (July 2017) (attached as Annex A). Several examples 

of cultural assessment reports, provided for other Fonterra consent applications, were made available to 

Ngāti Hauā. Given Fonterra’s experience with invitations to document cultural aspects of its activities 

Fonterra also identified persons who could facilitate this project on behalf of Ngāti Hauā.  

Fonterra identifies the objectives of this request to Ngāti Hauā as: 

• To document the significance of the Mangaone Stream, Mangaonua Stream and Waikato River to 

Ngāti Hauā marae/hapu and whanau including specific values, associated with the Hautapu dairy 

manufacturing site. 

• Identify key issues and concerns about the discharge activities, with regards to the potential adverse 

impacts on tangata whenua values. 

• Provide recommendations for appropriate measures to avoid, remedy or mitigate where practical, 

any adverse effects of proposal to renew the consents listed in the attached table. 

 

A similar request was also made to Ngāti Korokī Kahukura (Poto Davies) July 2017 to also document their 

cultural values in a cultural impact assessment so these could also be considered as part of the water and 

wastewater strategy assessment. 

In early 2018 both Ngāti Hauā and Ngāti Korokī Kahukura appointed external facilitators (Norm Hill, (Boffa 

Miskell) and Julian Williams (Te Huia Natural Resource Limited). Copies of Fonterra’s technical reports, 

including the assessment of terrestrial ecology (Kessels Ecology) and archaeological matters (Clough & 

Associates) associated with the proposed location for the WWTF were provided.  
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A copy of the Hautapu site Wastewater Strategy Best Practicable Option Assessment ‘Draft for Consultation’ 

(April 2018) was provided to both iwi for the purpose of understanding if the options screening assessment 

process undertaken by Fonterra was adequate and particularly how iwi viewed Fonterra’s preferred option 

with its increased volume of discharge to the Waikato River albeit with reduced nutrient loadings. 

To help facilitate this process a hui with Ngāti Hauā and Ngāti Korokī Kahukura was held on 7 June 2018. 

Julian Williams requested that the following matters be discussed. 

1. The current impact on the Waikato River and associated waterways versus the improvements 
outlined in the proposed consents and wastewater treatment plant; 

2. Impact on Archaeological sites, with maps, so that the whaanau can possibly provide immediate 
feedback; 

3. Flora and Fauna impacts. After reading the ecological report on the proposed WWTP site, there are 
minimal impacts on avifauna, mokomoko and bats (transient site). I happened to catch up with Gerry 
Kessels yesterday and we had a talk about it. Along with myself, we thought there is potential to 
improve the areas around the site. 

4. Demonstrations of improvements/betterment in all areas (water quality, ecology, efficiencies). Just 
some key points. Note any risks also. This would be important as it would relate to the vision and 
strategy, moving from “mitigation and remediation” under the RMA to the V&S space being “restore 
and protect”.  

5. I note that the water take from the water bores is going to increase, with a goal to reduce water takes 
from the council supply. Could you expand on the reasons for this, for the iwi groups please? Puna 
(springs/ground water) are very significant to iwi. 

 

Seven representatives from Ngāti Hauā and Korokī Kahukura attended. Fonterra’s technical experts Daryl 

Irvine (Soils and Irrigation), Laura Drummond (Surface Water Quality and Ecology), Ellen Cameron 

(Archaeological) and Mark Chrisp (Regulatory and Planning Matters) provided a summary of matters 

assessed for both the current wastewater activities and how the implementation of the wastewater strategy 

nutrient reductions would be achieved to align with the Vision and Strategy for the Waikato River.   

A subsequent meeting with Ngāti Korokī Kahukura of the Buxton farm was undertaken to inspect the 

proposed WWTF construction ‘envelope’. Additionally a combined iwi meeting on 2nd July was held at the 

Hautapu site to which Gerry Kessels (Kessels Ecology) presented on the terrestrial ecology matters relevant 

to the proposed Buxton farm site for the WWTF.     

Iwi expressed the expectation of: 

1. Fonterra’s commitment to irrigation over discharge to river 
2. Opportunity to protect bat roosting habitat by collaboration.  
3. Keen to understand progression from 1998 consent application ecological report to compare with 

current state.  

Ngāti Hauā Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA) 

Ngāti Hauā’s Cultural Impact Assessment report was received October 2018. This report provided an historical 

overview of the ancestry of Hauā, Ngāti Hauā Iwi Claims settlement and the relevant iwi management Plans and 

Policies. The kaupapa discussion provided Fonterra with an understanding of the close relationship with Ngāti Korokī 

Kahukura and the Ngāti Hauā area of interest identified by the maunga Taupiri, Maungatautari and Te Aroha.   

A review the draft technical reports, a series of site visits including both Ngāti Hauā and Ngāti Korokī Kahukura 

representatives, and a technical presentation in June 2018, and presentations to whanau at Te Iti o Hauā Marae and 
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Waimakariri Marae formed the methodology for understanding of Fonterra’s proposal and the subsequent evaluation 

of the cultural matters associated with the Fonterra Hautapu water and wastewater strategy. This included 

consideration of the wastewater discharges and the proposed wastewater treatment facility located on Fonterra’s 

Buxton Farm. The documented CIA was reviewed and approved by Ngāti Hauā Iwi Trust (NHIT).   

The report concludes stating the following key mitigation objectives: 

The focus of NHIT is to create a pathway for restoring the mauri of the area via five key pou (posts) mitigation 

objectives in relation to the Hautapu area, namely: 

I. Rangatiratanga: The active involvement of tangata whenua in the planning, management and development 

of Fonterra Hautapu; 

II. Waahi Taonga: the protection and enhancement of ‘whakapapa’ cultural connectivitiy and indigenous 

place-making, and sites of significance; 

III. Nga Wai Ora: the protection and enhancement of freshwater, waterways, springs and wetlands;  

IV. Rerenga Rauropi: resource species, biodiversity and  

V. Kotahitanga: working to improve partnership outcomes with tangata whenua.  

 

Rangatiratanga – Relationships and Involvement of NHIT 

Ngāti Hauā recommended that a new side agreement be put in place between NHIT and Fonterra to ensure they 

remain involved in liaison and monitoring of the wastewater scheme throughout the duration of the resource 

consents. This would also include pre-construction to post construction and ongoing reviews of compliance and 

WWTP performance. 

Waahi Taonga: Protection and Enhancement of Whakapapa (Recommendations 2 – 5) 

A number of recommendations have been made in the CIA to give recognition of Ngāti Hauā to their physical and 

spiritual connection to the past, to their special places and to each other. 

The recommendations made are associated with the construction phase of the wastewater treatment facility 

including the needs for accidental discovery protocols, contractors involved in earthworks given guidance on 

NHIT tikanga and protocols. It was also requested that cultural monitors be commissioned throughout the 

project and that opportunities are provided to ‘recognise and provide for the enhancement and tangible 

reflection of mana whenua cultural values’ including: 

• Landscaping design that reflects cultural perspectives, ideas and materials, contemporary Maori 

culture in building design, artwork; 
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• Inclusion of interpretation materials, communicating the history and significance of places, 

resources and 

• Use of NHIT inspired and designed artwork and structures (pou)  

• Planting trees around the site and introducing shaded areas may improv e the image of the area of 

the WWTP 

• Undertake a cultural mapping project with Ngāti Hauā marae and whanau. 

Nga Wai Ora: Protection and Enhancement of Freshwater 

The importance of waterways to the physical, spiritual and cultural wellbeing of Ngāti Hauā. The CIA noted this is 

‘at the heart’ of or essential to Ngāti Hauā wellbeing. Accordingly recommendations seek Fonterra Hautapu to 

set performance benchmarks and how success would be assessed in terms of water quality improvements. 

Recommendation 7 proposed that a Kaitiaki Restoration and Monitoring Plan be developed and implemented 

across the site and that this plan should include water quality targets for both the discharge and receiving 

environment to be achieved overtime.  

To help ensure the future needs of Fonterra Hautapu, NHIT recommend that Fonterra evaluate from where its 

future water needs might be sourced and consider appropriate strategies to enable the most cost efficient and 

effective utilisation of these resources. 

Rerenga Rauropi: Resource Species and Biodiversity 

The CIA identified that appropriate recognition should be given to wider biodiversity aspects including native 

birds, bats and lizards by providing specific habitats.  

The recommendation sought the Kaitiaki Restoration and Management Plan to include initiatives to protect and 

enhance biodiversity noting in particular those that might potentially be impacted by the construction and 

operation of the wastewater treatment facility as well as aquatic species within the Mangaone and Mangaonua 

catchment waterways.  

Kotahitanga: Partnership Outcomes 

The CIA noted several recommendations for relationship improvement between Ngāti Hauā and Fonterra, 

seeking the following: 

• Establishment of a Holistic Well-being and Enhancement Fund to assist NHIT to develop a cultural and 

social enhancement and monitoring programme for Hautapu operations; and 

• Agreement that Fonterra would pursue capacity building outcomes for rangatahi through the 

establishment of an educational scholarship that promotes ecological and archaeological training for 

NHIT members; and 
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• Inclusion of NHIT in business, social and education enterprise and commercial ventures; and  

• At the completion of all activities of Fonterra Hautapu operations provision to provide the Right of First 

Refusal on purchased properties or assets and the establishment of Licence to occupy Agreements on 

areas of land retained by Fonterra.      

The CIA concluded the NHIT could only support the Fonterra Hautapu resource consent applications conditional 

on Fonterra Hautapu agreeing to all mitigation recommendations that align to the resource consent application 

activities and those mitigation recommendations that sit within the new and effective partnership outcomes 

including the MOU.  

Ngāti Korokī Kahukura – Cultural Values Assessment (CVA)  

The cultural values assessment was facilitated by Te Huia Natural Resources Limited on behalf of Ngāti Korokī 

Kahukura, and was received November 2018. It notes that Fonterra have engaged with Ngāti Korokī Kahukura 

over 18 months to consider the renewal of the consent and the proposed WWTP.  The CVA “also outlines our 

objectives, as Kaitiaki (guardians) to restore and protect the environment and be included in the Fonterra 

application to the Waikato Regional Council.” 

The methodology used to inform the CVA and to ensure its legitimacy is outlined in section 2.3 which describes 

the primary sources of information, including discussion with the working group and korero gathered from the 

consultation hui and workshops with tribal members, traditional history and whakapapa of the area and project 

information (Fonterra) and background information provided by Ngāti Korokī Kahukura.  Secondary information 

included statutory and regulatory information such as Ngāti Korokī Kahukura Deed of Settlement, Regional and 

District Plans and associated Iwi Environmental Management Plans.  

The CVA noted the proposed activities to be consented (discharges) as well as those aspects requiring consent 

from the construction and operation of the wastewater treatment facility. Of these the CVA noted the following: 

1. Discharge of dairy manufacturing processes to the Waikato River and stormwater to the Mangaone 

Stream.  Ngāti Korokī Kahukura stated it expects Fonterra Hautapu to restore and protect the Waikato 

River including its streams, by improving all discharges to the River and associated waterway s including 

the Mangaone Stream.  

2. Irrigation of by-products, blended wastewater and treated domestic wastewater to associated lands. 

While the correction needs to be noted that domestic wastewater  does not form any part of the 

wastewater Ngāti Korokī Kahukura state a preference that all wastewater is discharged to land prior t o it 

entering a water body. This practice achieves both cultural and spiritual purification of the wastewater.   

3.  Taking of groundwater for line flushing and dairy shed purposes. Groundwater should only be taken 

when needed and used most efficiently.  
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4.  Sites of Significance. While many of the sites of significance to Ngāti Korokī Kahukura are not directly 

impacted by the Fonterra Hautapu activities, Ngāti Korokī Kahukura indicates they are connected in a 

cultural and spiritual sense, which requires the Hautapu site to be aware of, and acknowledge. The 

proposed WWTP is located approximately 1.5 km from the unnamed Paa (S14/73) and a potential site of 

Kōiwi (human remains) located within 200 m of the WWTP site. Section 6.3 of the CVA notes that during 

the stages of the project (WWTP construction) there is the potential for the discovery of taonga or K ōiwi. 

To ensure that sacred sites and sites of significance are recognised and respected the CVA identifies a 

number of matters that should be provided for, or considered.  

I. Site management protocols exist to ensure a precautionary approach to site works to manage the 

potential for waahi tapu and taonga tuku iho discovery. 

II. Avoidance of areas identified by iwi. 

III. Procedures are in place to manage the discovery of taonga and archaeological sites.  

IV. The adverse effects of resource use and activity operations are managed so as to appropriately 

protect areas and sites of significance. 

V. The ability for Ngāi Korokī-Kahukura and Ngāti Hauā to express the significance of the sites and the 

connection of Iwi to the land. This may include storyboards, pou whenua, koowhatu etc also captured 

in section 5.9. 

VI. Where effects on sites cannot be avoided, archaeological investigations and recording of i nformation 

will be carried out under an authority from HNZPT before archaeological sites are modified or 

destroyed. This will involve: 

a. Monitoring of works by an archaeologist for some sections and detailed investigation and/or 

recording of archaeological remains; 

b. The implementation of ADP in other areas so that appropriate procedures are followed if any 

previously unrecorded archaeological remains are exposed during works; and  

c. The training of site personnel to ensure that appropriate procedures are followed . 

The CVA in Section 1 provides an overview of outcomes sought by Ngāti Korokī Kahukura to restore and 

protect the health and wellbeing of ‘our natural resources and give effect to our responsibilities as kaitiaki for 

the area.’ 

Topic Objective Proposal 

Koorero tahi Improve engagement of the 
iwi with the activities of 
Fonterra Hautapu 

Resource a Kaiaarahi position and 
various Kaitiaki to monitor and 
implement proposals and support 
onsite staff. 

Arataki Ahurei Ensure the safety of staff 
working within the site to 
understand the significance 
and history of the area 

Karakia or Waerea where 
appropriate. 
Cultural awareness workshops. 
Site tours for Iwi. 

Aro Turuki Monitoring the state of 
activities to ensure the 
impacts are minimal 

Develop and resource a Cultural 
Monitoring Plan to protect and safely 
manage identified flora and fauna.  

Waahi Tuupuna me 
Waahi Tapu  

Protection of waahi tapu and 
safe discovery of taonga 

Establish site management protocols 
- Avoiding waahi tapu 
- Training of personnel 
- Monitoring (Kaitiaki) 
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Taonga discovery and management 
protocols 
Resourcing cultural expression 

- Pou 
- Koorero tukutuku 
- Koowhatu 

Training for Kaiaarahi and Kaitiaki 

Wai maaori Restore and protect the 
health and wellbeing of 
water 

Demonstrate reduction in nutrient 
loads. 
Treatment of stormwater onsite to 
Papatuuaanuku. 
Restoration works to include mana 
whenua and locally sourced 
resources. 
Rights and interests to freshwater. 
Protection of puna. 

Te Wao Nui o 
Taane 

Protection of mauri and 
appropriate use of 
resources 

Identification of trees for protection or 
use by mana whenua. 
Application of cultural protocols. 
Ecosourcing of required plants for 
onsite activities. 

Ngaa Uri o Taane 
raua ko Tangaroa 

Protection of the mauri for 
our natural resources 

Identification of Taonga species. 
Recovery, transfer and placement of 
species. 
Resourcing of a restoration and 
protection protocol (Kaiaarahi & 
Kaitiaki). 
Maintaining natural corridors for 
species. 
Provision for tuna/native species 
migration. 
Removal of pest species. 

Earthworks & 
Surplus Materials 

Protecting the mauri of 
Papatuuaanuku 

Soils to remain onsite 
Archaeological material returned to 
discovery site 
Management of contaminated soils 

Whakakaakahu I a 
Papatuuaanuku 

The whakapapa of the 
whenua, flora and fauna is 
protected 

Joint development of landscape 
management plan (Kaiaarahi & 
Kaitiaki) 
Recognition and expression of historic 
landscape 

Ngaa tohu aa Iwi To appropriately express the 
significance of the area 

Similar to the above 

Ko te Maatauranga 
me te whakapakari 
puukenga 

Improve capability and 
capacity of mana whenua 
and site staff 

Work experience and training 
Employment opportunities 
Education scholarships 
Internships and apprenticeships 

I mua me muri I te 
otinga o teenei 
mahi 

Sustainable use of excess 
materials 

Right of first refusal to acquire excess 
properties and materials 
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Review of Cultural Impact assessments 

Fonterra has met either individually or collectively with Ngāti Hauā and Ngāti Korokī Kahukura six times 

during the development of the cultural impact/values assessment reports and subsequent discussions. In 

addition there has been considerable email communications to better understand the matters raised by the 

cultural impact/values assessment reports. From the reports and discussions it became clear to Fonterra that 

in particular Ngāti Korokī Kahukura was seeking a relationship agreement or kawenata with Fonterra.  

At a meeting of 17th May 2019 with both iwi strong concerns were expressed that Fonterra was not 

considering the three key aspects that they see as critical for their people and to develop the relationship; 

these being cultural monitoring, cultural symbolism and an ‘enhancement fund’ to support their people. 

Fonterra confirmed that it was not in a position to accept the proposed kawenata, however did propose a 

memorandum of understanding (MOU) with Ngāti Korokī Kahukura similar to that already held between 

Fonterra and Ngāti Hauā. 

Fonterra in reviewing its water and wastewater strategy, and the proposed construction of the wastewater 

treatment facility, and environmental effects associated with these activities and the cultural impact/values 

assessment reports has put forward for Ngāti Hauā and Ngāti Korokī Kahukura consideration that it will 

implement the following: 

• Mangaone Stream – review of riparian management of the Mangaone Stream and a plan to 

undertake works in accordance with the Mangaone Stream Riparian Management Plan.  

• Mangaone Stream – Ecological Monitoring. Undertaking ecological monitoring in the Mangaone 

Stream utilising both mātauranga Māori methodologies and scientific methods. The engagement 

with Ngāti Hauā is to develop and confirm the mātauranga Māori methodologies and for 

representatives, who have been trained in these methodologies, to assess and evaluate the 

Stream ecological condition. Fonterra Hautapu is currently working with Ngāti Hauā to progress 

identification and development of the methodologies. The first survey is scheduled to be 

completed by 2021, and thereafter every 5 years.     

• Long Tailed Bat Habitat Restoration – Given the confirmation of nationally critical long tailed bats 

within the treeland vegetation on the hill sites on both the Buxton and Buxton Extension Farm 

Fonterra has invited both Ngāti Hauā and Ngāti Korokī Kahukura, together with other 

stakeholders including Department of Conservation and Waikato Regional Council to develop a 

business case for necessary funding that would enable the restoration and protection of the long 

tailed bats. The first meeting to understand objectives of each stakeholder group is scheduled to 

be held 29th August 2019. Subject to funding being sourced it would be proposed that iwi if 

practicable be engaged in activities such as riparian planting, pest control, supply and installation 

of bat roosting houses and ongoing monitoring.       
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• Development of a Plant Nursery – Whilst at an initial concept stage Fonterra has asked if Ngāti 

Hauā would be interested in working with Fonterra to establish a tree/plant nursery at the Buxton 

farm. Discussions are ongoing.   

Fonterra has recognised that given the extensive earthworks as the wastewater treatment facility construction 

commences, and that archaeological discoveries including the risk kōiwi  (human remains) might occur, it is 

appropriate to have accidental discovery protocols in place and that all personnel engaged at this stage of the 

project are inducted and understand the procedures to be taken in the event of such a discovery.    

Consultation is ongoing with both Ngāti Hauā and Ngāti Korokī Kahukura.  

Waikato Tainui 

A meeting was held with representatives from Waikato-Tainui (Taroi Rawiri (Environmental Manager), Lee Tane 

(Environmental Advisor), Lorraine Dixon, Johnny Kerry, Gavin Donald (GMD Consultants), on 4th May 2018.  

General consenting by Fonterra was discussed (Te Awamutu, Te Rapa, Hautapu, Reporoa). 

Waikato-Tainui confirmed the point of contact for the Hautapu site consent applications would be Lee Tane.   

Community Consultation 
Approximately 200 neighbours and community were invited via a letterbox drop (Annex B) to an afternoon 

community event (2 – 5pm) and/or evening presentation (7pm) to be held at the Hautapu site training rooms 

on 14 May 2018, for the purpose of discussing the proposed re-consenting of the Hautapu sites wastewater 

discharge activities and the proposal to construct and operate a wastewater treatment facility.  Included in 

the letterbox drop information was a brief overview document detailing Fonterra Hautapu’s Proposed Water 

and Wastewater Strategy. 

Additionally a public notice was placed in the Waikato Times and Cambridge Edition. Specific invitations to 

organisations such as Fish & Game Council, Department of Conservation, Waikato District Health Board, 

Waipa District Council and Waikato District Council were also made.      

The households targeted comprised those adjacent to the wastewater irrigation farms (Bardowie farm - 

Laurent Road, Zig Zag Road, Swayne Road, Bruntwood Farm – Pickering Road, Bruntwood Road, Buxton 

Farm – Fencourt Road, Aspin Road, Satellite Farms – Peake Road, Marychurch Road, Church Road, 

Wiseman Road, Victoria Road). 

To help ensure full understanding of the environmental effects associated with the proposed activities 

subject matter technical experts were present to discuss and answer questions. Each technical subject 

assessed to determine the current environmental effects, but also those potentially arising from the 

construction of the wastewater treatment facility (Noise, Odour, Landscaping and Visual, Terrestrial Ecology, 

Archaeology) was represented. The afternoon meeting format was informal with ample opportunity being 

provided for the public to discuss specific matters of interest or concern with the appropriate subject matter 

expert.  
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Copies of the technical reports and a summary overview of each technical subject were available for 

attendees. In addition a summary sheet of frequently asked questions and answers (Annex C) was available 

to fully inform the community of the Hautapu site activities, the assessment of environmental effects 

undertaken and the proposal by Fonterra to address these thus ensuring future wastewater management by 

the site would align with the Vision and Strategy for the Waikato River.  

The evening meeting format consisted of a Powerpoint presentation overview of the technical assessments 

undertaken followed by questions and answers.  

Despite the extensive notification of the meetings only 17 people in total attended from either organisations 

or community. Organisation represented included Waikato Regional Council, Waipa District Council, Boffa 

Miskell (on behalf of Ngāti Hauā), and Fish & Game Council. A copy of the attendance register is attached 

(Annex D).   

Attendees were asked if they would like to view the proposed location of the WWTF and whether they would 

like to visit a wastewater treatment plant similar to that proposed for Hautapu. A note was made of 

attendees requesting further information. Visiting a representative WWTF is to be arranged.     

A summary of questions raised at the evening community meetings and Fonterra’s responses is attached in 

Annex E. 

Department of Conservation (DoC) 

As a result of long tailed bats being identified as roosting on the Buxton Farm hill, site for the proposed 

wastewater treatment facility, the Department of Conservation has expressed concern and would oppose 

any application by Fonterra to construct on this site.  

Fonterra engaged Kessel’s Ecology (now Tonkin & Taylor consultants) on a number of surveys of the 

treeland vegetation on both the Buxton Farm hill site and a similar site on the Buxton Extension Farm. As a 

result of the findings that long tailed bats are inhabiting the predominant eucalyptus trees on the Buxton 

Farm hill site Fonterra agreed that this site (identified by Fonterra as the Option 2 location) would no longer 

be considered for the location of the wastewater treatment facility. The terrestrial ecology report concluded 

that if construction of the WWTF was within the option 1 location, that is not on the hill site, “the ecological 

impact associated with the construction and operation of the WWTF are likely to be less than minor”.  

Fonterra therefore concludes that agreeing to remove the hill site from further consideration satisfies DoC 

concerns.  

Fonterra is currently seeking input from stakeholders (Department of Conservation, Waikato Regional 

Council, Ngāti Hauā, Ngāti Korokī Kahukura) to confirm their support to restore and protect the long tailed 

bat habitats on the Buxton and Buxton Extension Farms. From understanding each party’s objectives a 

business case will be developed from which it is hoped to secure any necessary funding to undertake the 

project. This meeting is scheduled for 29 August 2019.    

New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) 

Fonterra advised NZTA in May 2018 of its forthcoming application to Waikato Regional Council for 

replacement and new consents associated with the irrigation of wastewater from its Hautapu dairy 

manufacturing site and in particular the proposed continuation of irrigation on the Bardowie farm, that is 

located immediately to the north of the Waikato Expressway managed by NZTA. 
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Correspondence concluded that on the basis of information provided the Transport Agency is not opposed 
to the proposal to continue to irrigate wastewater to land adjacent to the state highway. (Letter NZTA (Emily 
Hunt) 7 June 2018, Annex F)  
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Annex A: Request for Cultural Impact Assessment



FONTERRA HAUTAPU: REQUEST FOR CULTURAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
 

Fonterra Hautapu would like to better understand the connection Ngati Haua whānau 

have with the Hautapu and Cambridge area and also the Waikato River and in 

particular in the vicinity of the Hautapu dairy manufacturing sites activities.  These 

activities include the discharge of processing wastewater onto and into farm land, and 

the discharge of processing wastewater to the Waikato River at a point close to the 

St Peter High School (as shown on the attached map) 

 

The consents/permits held by Fonterra enabling these discharges are detailed below. 

You will note that some of these expiry in 2019 and hence applications to Waikato 

Regional Council for their replacement will need to be lodged by July 2018.  

 

Consent 

Number 

Type of Consent Activity authorised (as described in the resource 

consent) 

Expiry Date 

961142 Discharge 

Permit 

Discharge dairy factory water and waste onto land 

and possible contaminants to air [Bardowie and 

Bruntwood Farms] 

31 Jan 2019 

110637 Discharge 

Permit 

Discharge up to 1920 cubic metres per day of dairy 

manufacturing wastewater to land [Buxton Farm] 

31 July 2024 

121131 Discharge 

Permit 

Discharge dairy manufacturing water and 

wastewater onto land and possible contaminants 

into the air [Satellite Farms] 

30 April 2035 

961133 Discharge 

Permit 

Discharge dairy manufacturing processing water to 

Waikato River 

31 Jan 2019 

1332181 Discharge 

Permit 

Irrigation of dairy by-products, blended 

wastewater and dairy farm effluent to land 

[Fencourt Farm] 

1 July 2031 

125325 Discharge 

Permit 

Discharge treated domestic wastewater to land 

from a dairy manufacturing site 

31 August 2033 

930685 Discharge 

Permit 

Discharge up to 3,500 L/s of stormwater to the 

Mangaone Stream 

30 June 2017 

111044 Take and Use 

of Water 

Take up to 150 cubic metres per day of 

groundwater, at a rate of up to 4.5 litres per 

second, for irrigation line flushing and dairy shed 

cleaning purposes [Buxton farm] 

1 June 2019 

122025 Take of 

Water 

Take groundwater [for dairy shed purposes at 

Bruntwood Farm] 

1 July 2019 

122026 Use of Water Use groundwater for dairy shed washdown 

[Bruntwood Farm] 

1 July 2019 

122027 Take of 

Water 

Take groundwater for irrigation line flushing 

[Bruntwood Farm] 

1 July 2019 
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Consent 

Number 

Type of Consent Activity authorised (as described in the resource 

consent) 

Expiry Date 

122028 Use of Water Use of water for irrigation line flushing [Bruntwood 

Farm] 

1 July 2019 

125328 Take and Use 

of Water 

Take up to 108 m3/day of groundwater for irrigation 

line flushing, dairy milk cooling and shed 

washdown purposes [Bardowie farm] 

31 August 2033 

125327 Take and Use 

of Water 

Take up to 4,000m3/day of groundwater for dairy 

manufacturing purposes [for the manufacturing 

site water supply] 

31 August 2033 

130959 Groundwater 

take 

To take groundwater [for dairy shed purposes for 

Fencourt Farm – held by Woodside Farms (2004) 

Limited – Director is DA Civil.] 

31 December 2030 

 

Fonterra Hautapu has reviewed the statutory and regulatory framework under which 

these activities will be assessed and evaluated but importantly for us is to understand 

Ngati Haua cultural aspects and values associated with land, surface water, air.  

 

In considering the impact of our activities on your cultural aspects and values will 

help determine the water and wastewater strategy for the site.  It is therefore important 

for us to understand these initially so these can help determine the strategy so that 

effects on the environment can be avoided if possible or minimised.  As such Fonterra 

would welcome the opportunity for Ngati Haua to prepare a cultural impact 

assessment to assist us. 

 

My expectation would be, but I am open to your suggestion on the best way to 

proceed with this and also to its content, as outlined below: 

 

Objective: 

 

 To document the significance of the Mangaone Stream, Mangaonua Stream 

and Waikato River to Ngati Haua marae/hapu and whānau including specific 

values associated with the Hautapu dairy manufacturing site. 

 Identify key issues and concerns about the discharge activities, with regards to 

the potential adverse impacts on tangata whenua values. 

 Provide recommendations for appropriate measures to avoid, remedy or 

mitigate where practical, any adverse effects of proposal to renew the consents 

listed in the attached table. 
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Purpose: 

 To provide Ngati Haua with comprehensive information, and thus improved 

understanding, about the proposed activities. 

 To provide Fonterra Hautapu with a clear understanding of tangata whenua 

values associated with the proposed discharges to water, to land and associated 

discharges to air and the effects that these activities may have on such values. 

Once Fonterra Hautapu is aware of tangata whenua values, then these can be 

considered as part of a reviewed water and wastewater strategy for the site. 

 To provide clarity as to how to avoid, remedy or mitigate tangata whenua 

concerns and hence provide guidance to Fonterra Hautapu of preferred 

alternatives and options for resource use and treatment as part of any consent 

replacement.   

 To provide all parties a level of confidence and understanding related to the 

proposed activity and the consultation process. 

 To provide a foundation for future discussions between Fonterra Hautapu and 

Ngati Haua, to find the ‘best fit’ between the activity and the receiving 

environment. 

 To enable Fonterra Hautapu to file a more comprehensive consent application 

that satisfies the Regional Council requirement to assess the application 

against RMA section 6(e) relationship of Maori with ancestral lands, waters 

and sites, 6(f) protection of historic (including cultural) heritage from 

inappropriate use and development and 7(a) Kaitiakitanga and section 8 Treaty 

of Waitangi and the Vision & Strategy for the Waikato River.    

 

It is appreciated that in order for this report to be completed it will require from 

Fonterra time and commitment of its staff, open and honest communication of the 

activities undertaken on site and in particular the discharges of wastewater to the land 

and to the Waikato River so that Ngati Haua can better understand the potential 

effects of these activities.  

 

In commissioning this report Fonterra also acknowledges the costs that might be 

incurred by Ngati Haua Iwi Trust and as such is prepared to accept reasonable costs. 

 

In the first instance it would be appreciated if you could consider the request and the 

proposed objective and purpose outlined above. If there are any matters that you feel 

are not adequately covered please contact me. 
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Could you please provide a cost estimate to undertake the preparation of the report.  I 

believe the quote should also include the costs for attendance by Ngati Haua and its 

members to a meeting with Fonterra at which the report can be presented and 

discussed.  Any additional meetings from this point would need to be agreed.  

 

I appreciate that given the need to lodge a consent application 6 months prior to its 

expiry date the timeframe to complete a comprehensive cultural impact assessment 

will need to start as soon as possible. Can you please review the suggested timeframe 

dates below and confirm if this is adequate for the report to be completed. 

 

Timeframe: 

 

In working backwards from the consent expiry: 

Consent Expiry      31 January 2019 

Lodgement date for consent applications   31 May 2018  

 

Summary of Cultural values to be considered 

as part of Fonterra Hautapu water and wastewater strategy 31 August 2017 

 

Completion of Cultural Impact Assessment   28 February 2018 

 

Discussion with and provision by Ngati Haua of a summary of cultural aspects and 

values will help Fonterra Hautapu to better understand an overview of cultural values 

Ngati Haua has with the environment and hence the ‘priorities’ for Fonterra in 

proposing a water and wastewater strategy for the Hautapu site. 

 

The cultural impact assessment report is then expected to build on the summary and a 

thorough understanding of the sites activities and to conclude firstly the effects of 

these current activities on Ngati Haua’s cultural aspects and values and then to 

conclude, if possible, how the proposed consent application will avoid, remedy or 

mitigate these concerns.  
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Re:  FONTERRA HAUTAPU - RECONSENTING 

 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION & DISCHARGE TO THE WAIKATO RIVER 

 

Fonterra Hautapu will be lodging consent applications with both the Waikato Regional Council and 
Waikato and Waipa District Councils for replacement consents for the irrigation of the Hautapu sites 
processing wastewater onto the Bardowie, Bruntwood and Buxton farms, the discharge of treated 
wastewater to the Waikato River and some other small ancillary consents for groundwater takes.  
 
Fonterra also proposes to apply for consents associated with a wastewater treatment facility. 
Together with changes to farming practices, from dairy farming to pasture cut & carry and limited 
drystock numbers, will significantly reduce environmental impacts. 
 
Fonterra Hautapu will be holding consultation meetings on Monday 14th May to which you are invited. 
Both meetings will be held at the Hautapu site training rooms beside the Dairyfert operations depot 
on Bruntwood Road. Community and stakeholders such as Regional and District Councils, Ngati 
Haua, Ngati Koriki Kahukura, Fish & Game Council, Dept. of Conservation, have been invited. 
General public will also be invited to attend. 
 
Consultation event: Between 2pm to 5pm Monday 14th May (arrive at any time and stay for 
however long depending on the specific matters you want to discuss). 

 
Subject matter experts will present their assessment of environmental effects from the 
wastewater irrigation to land and from the discharge of processing wastewater to the Waikato 
River. Assessment of key issues associated with construction and operation of the proposed 
wastewater treatment facility will also be available.  
The meeting format is that these technical experts will be available for you to have one-on-one 
discussions and they will provide a summary handout of their assessment and conclusions 
reached.  
Topics will include soils, groundwater, surface water, air-odours, best practicable option 
selection process, and for the proposed wastewater treatment facility: terrestrial ecology, 
archaeology, noise, air-odours and landscaping & visual.     

 
Consultation presentation: 7pm – 9pm Monday 14th May 

Together with a summary of the Hautapu site’s environmental performance for 2017/18 each 
technical expert will provide a short presentation identifying environmental effects from the 
discharges and will summarise how implementation of the water and wastewater strategy will 
avoid/minimise the environmental effects. 

 
For each event an opportunity for questions and discussion will be provided. We are keen to also 
confirm the level of information you want to receive, and what, if any, are your concerns about the 
proposed irrigation and river discharge activities.  
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For catering purposes could you please confirm attendance by texting or email to Dave Wright on 
0274-735 000 (david.wright@fonterra.com) or by confirming attendance to Bronwyn Abbott (Hautapu 
site) 07-827 9699, by no later than Thursday 10th May.    

      
  
To ensure a robust consent application for the renewal of several consents, including those for the 
Fonterra farms wastewater irrigation consents and the discharge of processing wastewater to the 
Waikato River, we have been working on the development of a comprehensive water and 
wastewater strategy for the site. We want to help you understand this strategy and provide you with 
an opportunity to comment on the strategy in addressing any environmental concerns.  
 
Fonterra Hautapu’s consents that enable the irrigation of wastewater to land and the discharge of low 
strength processing wastewater to the Waikato River expire in 2019. A summary of consents held by 
the site and their expiry dates is appended to this letter. The consent for the wastewater irrigation 
onto the Buxton farm, although not expiring until 2024, is also being brought forward to be included 
with the applications. The applications need to be lodged by 31 July 2018. 
 
The Vision and Strategy for the Waikato River and associated proposed changes to the Waikato 
Regional Plan (PC1) have helped guide Fonterra Hautapu development of the water and wastewater 
strategy. The strategy needs to provide for the long term sustainable milk processing operation at 
Hautapu.  

 
To develop the strategy we have worked to identify key environmental issues and have then 
evaluated options to avoid/minimise these risks:  

 

Key issues: 
Wastewater Irrigation 
 

 Hydraulic loading particularly in late winter/early spring especially associated with poorer soil types 

and heavy rainfall. 

 Soil damage often resulting from saturated soils when combined with stocking, resulting in soil 

pugging, low infiltration and poor pasture growth. Sodium loadings need careful ongoing 

management.  

 Nitrogen leaching to groundwater – current leaching, as estimated by Overseer modelling, on the 

Fonterra farms range from 48 to 91 kgN/ha/yr. 

 Phosphorus Loading – high phosphorus loading over several decades increases the risk of 

phosphorus entering both groundwater and surface water. 

 Stormwater volumes – stormwater being contaminated on site and having to be irrigated with the 

wastewater.   

 Encroachment of lifestyle block and changing land use – the sensitivity of neighbours to current 

irrigation practices making wastewater irrigation more challenging.  

Discharge to the Waikato River 

 Improvement required – an improvement or reduction in nitrogen, phosphorus, sediments, and 

bacteria must be achieved.  

Water and Wastewater Strategy; 
 
To ensure a long term future for the Hautapu site and in recognising the above issues Fonterra has 
undertaken an extensive evaluation of options to arrive at the ‘best practicable option’ (BPO). This 
assessment concluded the need for an integrated approach to wastewater treatment and disposal 
considering both the sustainability of land treatment and the discharge to the River whilst ensuring 
enduring improvements to these environments. This has resulted in a proposal to construct and 
operate a biological wastewater treatment facility (WWTP), or equivalent technology, to help address 
the above issues. This strategy has also included a review of suitable locations for a wastewater 

mailto:david.wright@fonterra.com
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treatment facility. From the 7 location options considered locating such a facility on Fonterra’s Buxton 
farm is preferred. 
 
The size and scale of the proposed treatment facility and the timeframes to get any additional 
consents and complete the construction and commissioning of the facility means the current 
wastewater irrigation operations will continue as ‘normal’ until the WWTP is commissioned. Provided 
Fonterra obtains all the required approvals and consents for the wastewater treatment facility it is 
expected the facility will be operational before 2026.  
  
Some key aspects of the proposal that we want to highlight to you are: 
 

1. All Fonterra farms will be operated as ‘cut and carry’ farms (from 1 August 2018) effectively exporting 

nitrogen and phosphorus from these farms. Limited drystock will be used to harvest pasture not able 

to be mown and harvested.     

2. Nitrogen leaching and phosphorus loading on the irrigation farms will be significantly reduced.  

3. While additional volume is proposed to be discharged to the Waikato River during spring, and also 

during periods when irrigation would threaten the sustainability of the irrigation systems, there will 

be a significant reduction in nitrogen and phosphorus discharged during the critical summer months. 

4. The wastewater treatment facility will be located on the Buxton farm to minimise effects on the 

landscape, and will operate within the Waipa District permitted activity noise limits, and will not 

cause objectionable odours beyond the boundary.    

The strategy provides for the long term sustainable operation of the Hautapu manufacturing site in an 
increasing challenging environment, whilst aligning with Fonterra’s policy of efficient resource use 
and reduced environmental impacts.   
 
Please keep, if possible, the 14th May free to be able to attend one of the community meetings, or if 
you’d prefer a one-on-one meeting please contact me to confirm a suitable day and time. 
 
Thank you 
 
Zarah Willemsen    Dave Wright     
 
 
 
Environmental Manager   National Consents Manager 
Zarah.willemsen@fonterra.com  David.wright@fonterra.com 
0274 061 765     0274 735 000   
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FONTERRA HAUTAPU: RESOURCE CONSENTS  

Consent 

Number 

Type of Consent Activity authorised (as described in the resource consent) Expiry Date 

961142 Discharge Permit Discharge dairy factory water and waste onto land and 

possible contaminants to air [Bardowie and Bruntwood 

Farms] 

31 Jan 2019 

961133 Discharge Permit Discharge dairy manufacturing processing water to Waikato 

River 

31 Jan 2019 

110637 Discharge Permit Discharge up to 1920 cubic metres per day of dairy 

manufacturing wastewater to land [Buxton Farm] 

31 July 2024 

121131 Discharge Permit Discharge dairy manufacturing water and wastewater onto 

land and possible contaminants into the air [Satellite Farms] 

30 April 2035 

1332181 Discharge Permit Irrigation of dairy by-products, blended wastewater and dairy 

farm effluent to land [Fencourt Farm] 

1 July 2031 

111044 Take and Use of 

Water 

Take up to 150 cubic metres per day of groundwater, at a rate 

of up to 4.5 litres per second, for irrigation line flushing and 

dairy shed cleaning purposes [Buxton farm] 

1 June 2019 

122025 Take of Water Take groundwater [for dairy shed purposes at Bruntwood 

Farm] 

1 July 2019 

122026 Use of Water Use groundwater for dairy shed washdown [Bruntwood Farm] 1 July 2019 

122027 Take of Water Take groundwater for irrigation line flushing [Bruntwood 

Farm] 

1 July 2019 

122028 Use of Water Use of water for irrigation line flushing [Bruntwood Farm] 1 July 2019 

130959 Groundwater 

take 

To take groundwater [for dairy shed purposes for Fencourt 

Farm – held by Woodside Farms (2004) Limited – Director is 

DA Civil.] 

31 December 

2030 
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Consent Information Questions & Answers 

Introduction 

Fonterra Hautapu has a number of resource consents that expire in 2019, as listed below.  Fonterra needs 

to apply re replacement of these consents with the applications to be lodged by 31 July 2018.  
 

Consent 

Number 

Type of Consent Activity authorised (as described in the resource consent) Expiry Date 

961142 Discharge Permit Discharge dairy factory water and waste onto land and possible contaminants to air 

[Bardowie and Bruntwood Farms] 

31 Jan 2019 

110637 Discharge Permit Discharge up to 1920 cubic metres per day of dairy manufacturing wastewater to land 

[Buxton Farm] 

31 July 2024 

961133 Discharge Permit Discharge dairy manufacturing processing water to Waikato River 31 Jan 2019 

111044 Take and Use of 

Water 

Take up to 150 cubic metres per day of groundwater, at a rate of up to 4.5 litres per 

second, for irrigation line flushing and dairy shed cleaning purposes [Buxton farm] 

1 June 2019 

122025 Take of Water Take groundwater [for dairy shed purposes at Bruntwood Farm] 1 July 2019 

122026 Use of Water Use groundwater for dairy shed washdown [Bruntwood Farm] 1 July 2019 

122027 Take of Water Take groundwater for irrigation line flushing [Bruntwood Farm] 1 July 2019 

122028 Use of Water Use of water for irrigation line flushing [Bruntwood Farm] 1 July 2019 

 
The Hautapu manufacturing site has 3 different strengths of wastewater, described as follows: 

Low strength processing wastewater   

Low strength wastewater (LSW) includes (in order of relative volumes): 

 Reverse Osmosis (RO) plant permeates, Evaporator condensate, Plant flushes, Pump seal water (i.e. water 

that is used to cool the seals on equipment) 

There are five RO plants at the site, RO1 to RO5. All plants are cleaned at least once per day. 

Medium Strength Wastewater  

Medium Strength Process Wastewater (MSW) at the site includes wastewater from (in order of relative 

volumes):  

 CIP (clean in place) washing from milk collection and milk treatment, and all of the dairy processing plants, 

Dairy product losses, Tanker washing areas (external washdown), Tanker CIP, Cooling tower blowdown water 

and Boiler blowdown water, Out-of-spec stormwater, and stormwater from high risk catchments   
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Dairy Liquids 

‘Dairy liquids’ (referred to by site staff as ‘high strength waste’) is a generic term used by Fonterra to 

describe liquids that have higher COD and nutrient concentrations than MSW, and therefore can require 

different management procedures from those of MSW. Dairy liquids that are managed at the site include 

(but are not limited to): 

 Salt whey, Retentate wastes, Lactic washwater, Lactic casein whey, Hydrolysate plant effluent, DAF sludge, 

Silo and tank sediments, Raw milk delivered to the site that sometimes cannot be accepted, for example due 

to contamination of the milk and other dairy products which may (rarely) become contaminated and are unfit 

for further processing 

Dairy liquids are pumped from the site to the DairyFert depot to the north of the main dairy manufacturing 

site. DairyFert manages the dairy liquids in a variety of ways, e.g. for use as stock food, or land application 

by way of tanker spreading.  

Fonterra Hautapu irrigated medium strength wastewater onto a number of farms, 3 of which are 

owned by Fonterra named Bardowie, established in 1968, Bruntwood (1983) and Buxton (1994) and a 

number of third party farms. The third party farms are owned by others but Fonterra has agreement 

with these property owners to irrigate medium strength wastewater.  

Low strength wastewater, predominantly reverse osmosis permeates having very low level organic 

content is currently discharged to the Waikato River, the discharge point being downstream of the 

Waipa District Council’s Cambridge domestic wastewater treatment plant and adjacent to the St 

Peters College.   

 

In considering assessing the requirements by which any application for the wastewater discharges will be 

assessed Fonterra Hautapu has undertaken a number of technical reports that determined the key issues 

required to avoid and/or minimise environmental effects. These can be summarised as: 

 
Key issues: 

Wastewater Irrigation 

 Hydraulic loading particularly in late winter/early spring especially associated with poorer 

soil types and heavy rainfall. 

 Soil damage often resulting from saturated soils when combined with stocking, resulting in 

soil pugging, low infiltration and poor pasture growth. Sodium loadings need careful ongoing 

management.  

 Nitrogen leaching to groundwater – current leaching, as estimated by Overseer modelling, 

on the Fonterra farms range from 48 to 91 kgN/ha/yr. 

 Phosphorus Loading – high phosphorus loading over several decades increases the risk of 

phosphorus entering both groundwater and surface water. 

 Stormwater volumes – stormwater being contaminated on site and having to be irrigated with 

the wastewater.   

 Encroachment of lifestyle block and changing land use – the sensitivity of neighbours to 

current irrigation practices making wastewater irrigation more challenging.  

Discharge to the Waikato River 

 Improvement required – an improvement or reduction is required for nitrogen and 

phosphorus, particularly during October – March when the risk of phytoplankton growth is 

highest.  Improvements in sediments and bacteria within the Waikato River is also required, 

but these are of less relevance to the Hautapu discharge which already has very low 

sediment and bacteria concentrations.  
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Fonterra seeks to reduce its impact on the environment and therefore has set itself a wastewate r 

strategy complete with ambitious targets to address the issues identified above.   These are discussed 

in an accompanying document “Proposed Hautapu Water and Wastewater Strategy (May 2018)”.  

 

Of importance is that the best practical option to minimise environmental effects has confirmed that in 

order to have an integrated strategy to ensure sustainability of land treatment a continued discharge 

to the Waikato River, particularly when wet weather causes saturated soils, is required.   This however 

can only be achieved by the construction and operation of a wastewater treatment facility (or 

equivalent technical options to achieve the same discharge wastewater quality).   Of 7 possible 

locations for such a facility the proposed location is on the Fonterra Buxton farm (Fencourt Road).   

 

General 

Q. Is irrigation of wastewater okay for the land? 

A. Yes, irrigation of wastewater that contains organic matter, nutrients and trace minerals essential for 

pasture growth improves soil fertility and soil moisture. Wastewater is irrigated onto pasture at 15 

Fonterra sites throughout New Zealand to treat the wastewater, whilst also providing nutrients that 

might otherwise be provided by traditional fertilisers, improve soil fertility and provide moisture 

particularly in summer.  It can have challenges and Fonterra continues to adapt its irrigation systems 

to minimise adverse effects.  
 

Q. What is cut & carry and why is it proposed for the Fonterra farms? 

A. Cut & Carry is the term used to firstly describe the cutting of pasture for silage, or harvesting of crops 

and ‘carry’ refers to the export of this pasture or crop from the property.  Cut and carry is a technique 

to export nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus) from the property thus reducing the nitrogen leaching 

losses to groundwater.  For example if pasture growth is between 8 – 10 tonnes DM/ha and is 

exported from the property this is equivalent to the export of an estimated 200 – 400 kgN/ha.  

 Cut and carry has been undertaken on Fonterra’s Bruntwood and Buxton farms in 2017 and will be 

undertaken on the Bardowie farm from July 2018.  Only limited drystock will be grazed on these 

farms to harvest pasture not able to be mown, for example on fence lines or on paddocks where 

contour limits mowing of pasture.    

 Cut & carry is proposed for the Fonterra farms in order to achieve the ambitious nitrogen leaching 

objective, as assessed by the Overseer model 6.2.3, of only 30 kgN/ha/yr.  

Q. Why is wastewater irrigation to land preferred? 

A. Land treatment uses the natural processes of soil microbes and organisms to assimilate the organic 

content of the wastewater and recycle nutrients to the pasture or crop. It is therefore considered to 

be the most appropriate receiving environment for wastewater.  Design of a sustainable land 

irrigation system must consider aspects of soil types and land contour, hydraulic loading, organic and 

nutrient loading, other purposes for which the land is used, and known climatic data.  To maintain a 

sustainable wastewater irrigation at Hautapu requires a discharge of highly treated wastewater to the 

Waikato River at times when soils are at risk of becoming saturated, predominantly in spring, but 

also during high rainfall events at other times of year.  
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Q. Does Fonterra irrigate in the wet? 

A. Fonterra Hautapu will use meteorological forecasting and monitored soil moisture to help determine 

the suitability of the soils to be irrigated with wastewater.  Evaluation of the soil types and the 

irrigation volume that can be sustainably applied to the differing soil types has led to some broad 

recommendations of application rates and volumes (Soils Report PDP 2018).  During extreme wet 

weather when there is a risk of irrigation onto saturated soils which would result in run-off to surface 

water and/or surface ponding consideration of alternatives is required to avoid adverse effects on the 

soils,  groundwater and surface water.  Irrigation may continue during wet weather but at reduced 

rates however given large single rainfall events, or a series of wet days and soil moisture conditions 

it may be necessary at times to discharge some or all treated wastewater to the Waikato River.      

Q. How will the irrigation system operate? 

A. Limited irrigation assumed to be up to 25 mm/month (equivalent to approximately 1,500 m3/day) onto 

free draining soils would be undertaken between August and October, and then increasing to 

approximately 5,000 m3/day from November (late spring and through summer).  The irrigation 

systems will predominantly use fixed in-ground sprinklers, although pod systems may also be used 

both of which are currently used. An irrigation event will see a dose of between 10 mm and 25 mm 

applied per day and for 2 or 3 days.  The interval between events (start of one event to the start of 

the next irrigation event) will be at least 10 days although this may vary depending on climatic and 

soil conditions and irrigation volumes. 

 Each farm irrigation scheme is controlled from a central control room that constantly monitors 

wastewater flowrates and operating pressure.  If these monitored parameters go outside 

documented ‘trigger’ values the irrigation system will automatically shut down and automatically 

alarm to the irrigation operators 24/7.    

Air Quality 

Q. Are there odours from the medium strength irrigation system? 

A. Yes fresh wastewater does have an odour however is not seen as being outside those experienced 

within the rural environment.  That is however not to say that offensive or objectionable odours have 

not been experienced by neighbours to the irrigation schemes at times in the past and these have 

been reported to us. Organic matter within the wastewater can decompose and, in the absence of 

oxygen, objectionable odours can result.   

 It is therefore important that wastewater is irrigated as’ fresh’ as possible.  To assist with this 

wastewater is not stored for long periods and at the completion of irrigation events a ‘fresh water’ 

slug is introduced into the irrigation pipework to flush wastewater from the pipework.  

 Operational management issues have at times contributed to odour complaints.  These issues have 

been worked through and will annually be independently audited as part of Fonterra Hautapu’s 

commitment to avoid objectionable odours beyond the property boundaries. 

Q. Is the composition of the wastewater likely to change as a result of changes to the management of 

the factory wastewater and will this result in increased odours? 

A. There will not be an increase in odours resulting from the proposal and it can be expected that 

odours will reduce as a result of irrigating a greater percentage of treated wastewater.  Fonterra 

Hautapu is applying for consent to irrigate both treated wastewater and pre-treated wastewater, the 

latter being what is currently irrigated.  Fully biologically treated wastewater is likely to be irrigated 

with excess waste activated sludge, the latter being added to ensure there is adequate nutrients 

necessary to maintain a vigorous pasture sward.  The bugs within the biological treatment facility 

consume the organic content within the wastewater, excess WAS containing nitrogen and 

phosphorus will be combined with the wastewater for irrigation.  Pre-treated wastewater, that is 
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factory wastewater some of which has been DAF treated, may also be irrigated in order to supply 

nutrients essential for pasture growth.             

Q. Have the current medium wastewater odours been assessed? 

A. Yes, assessment of odours both on start-up and during normal operation have been assessed.  For 

the assessment of start-up odours this was undertaken following a period of several days since the 

last irrigation event to mimic what might be considered to be the ‘worst’ case.  The assessor stood at 

or within the 50 metre buffer distance specified within the sites irrigation consent 961142 (Bardowie 

and Bruntwood farms) and 100 m for the irrigation consent 110637 (Buxton farm), downwind of the 

irrigation sprinkler to determine the offensiveness of odours. It has concluded that provided the 

wastewater is irrigated ‘fresh’ and that pipeline flushing with freshwater is undertaken after each 

irrigation event then odours are not considered offensive or objectionable, even at a buffer distance 

of 50 m.  

 

Soil & Fertility 

Q. What are the benefits to the soil from wastewater irrigation? 

A. Medium strength wastewater can supply necessary nutrients to the soils.  It is also a supply of water 

which in summer allows continued growth when pastures can be under stress from reduced 

moisture.  If we do not apply nutrients then farmers will need to apply chemical based fertilisers, 

hence the wastewater and waste activated sludge is a substitution of nutrients.  The wastewater is 

supplied free of charge to the farmers.  

Q. What are the differences between irrigated and non-irrigated soils? 

A. Irrigated soils contain significantly higher biomass activity and fertility and in summer dry conditions 

will continue to support and grow pasture. 

Q. Is sodium build up in soils a problem? 

A. Sodium levels, as measured by the exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP), in the soil need to be 

routinely monitored.  Excess sodium levels can be detrimental to soil structure however, if 

maintained at around 10% for the soils where wastewater is irrigated in this area, there are no 

identified soil structural issues. The soil ESP levels can be accordingly managed through the 

application of lime or gypsum. 

Q. Are higher levels of phosphorus (P) and potassium (K) fertility a problem? 

A. The wastewater can contain high levels of both phosphorus and potassium. Continued high 

application rates of phosphorus, exceeding 400 kgP/ha/yr has been identified as unsustainable as P 

concentrations within the soil profile or depth increase.  This increases the risk of P entering 

groundwater as the soil is unable to bind the phosphorus in the soil matrix.  For this reason Fonterra 

will change from the Triplex cleaning solution to nitric acid and will reduce the P loading to a 

maximum of 85 kgP/ha/yr. 

 Potassium levels in irrigated pasture can be higher (4%) than the optimum agronomic levels 2.5 – 

3% and under higher animal stress conditions that might typically occur at calving there may be a 

higher incidence of milk fever (hypocalcaemia) however these are usually managed by standard 

measures. For pasture being cut and carried as proposed for Bardowie, Bruntwood and Buxton 

farms compositional analysis would typically be undertaken and farmers advised accordingly.  

Q. What safeguards are in place? 

A. Soils and pasture will continue to be monitored annually to ensure they remain healthy.  

Interpretation of results is undertaken and trends will be tracked.  With the proposed change away 

from high application rates especially during early spring it is expected farm management practices 
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will change that will help reduce stock pugging of pasture and increasing leaching and surface run-off 

risk.  

 

Surface Water and Groundwater 

Q. What are the environmental benefits of the proposed wastewater treatment facility? 

A. Fonterra acknowledges it is essential that it reduces its impact of groundwater and surface water.  

The integrated approach considering both the land and river and optimising the ability of both 

receiving environments is required for a sustainable Hautapu processing operation.  The proposed 

wastewater treatment facility and the use of cut & carry of pasture will significantly improve and 

reduce over time, the nitrogen leaching to groundwater and the overall water quality with the 

Mangaone Stream and the Waikato River.        

Q. What are the quantified reductions in nitrogen and phosphorus under the proposed operation? 

A.  Average nitrogen loads to the Waikato River during the critical algal growing spring/summer months 

of October to March will be reduced from existing levels by approximately 60%. (6,000 kg) 

 Annual nitrogen loads will reduce by an estimated 50% (10,000 kg/yr)   

 Average phosphorus loads to the Waikato River during the critical spring/summer months will reduce 

by about 50% (250 kg) 

 Nitrogen leaching on the Bardowie, Bruntwood and Buxton farms will be kept below an ambitious 

nitrogen leaching objective of only 30 kgN/ha/yr equivalent to a reduction of approximately 

10,000 kgN/yr, a reduction of around 40 – 60%. 

 Phosphorus loading rates onto the farms will also significantly reduce by about 70% to a proposed 

loading of 85 kg/ha/yr.  

Q. What is Fonterra doing to help restore the Mangaone Stream Catchment? 

A. Fonterra Hautapu is committed, where it can, to help restore the Mangaone Stream catchment. 

Fonterra has already initiated a review of the riparian margin to this stream, from a point upstream of 

the Bardowie farm (Swaynes Road) to downstream of the Bruntwood farm to assess how the riparian 

margin can be improved for the purpose of improving the stream water quality, reducing sediment 

run-off, and shading of the surface water.  This will culminate in a Plan being presented by 

March 2019, to Waikato Regional Council that will document specific short, medium and long term 

goals. When implemented this will help to improve the Stream health and biodiversity, but there are 

wider catchment land use issues that need to be addressed to fully restore the stream environment 

to full health.  

Q. Does Fonterra undertake monitoring of the surface and groundwater quality associated with its 

irrigation activities? 

A. Yes, Fonterra undertakes regular monitoring of both groundwater and surface water.  There are 

approximately 40 groundwater bores monitored quarterly for a wide range of water quality 

parameters.  There are similarly an extensive number of sites monitoring in the Mangaone Stream to 

assess any effects of stream water quality. Given the proposed improvement in wastewater quality 

and the reduced nitrogen leaching and phosphorus loading Fonterra seeks to rationalise the extent 

of monitoring undertaken whilst still ensuring an adequate evaluation of environmental effects. 

 Fonterra has also proposed that monitoring of the Mangaone Stream will be undertaken using 

Maatauranga Maori methodologies in addition to continuation of scientific assessment methodology.         
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Proposed Wastewater Treatment Facility 

Q. Can the improvements being proposed be achieved by other means? 

A. The level of improvements or reduction in ‘contaminants’ within the wastewater as seen from the 

percentage reductions noted above are significant.  While Fonterra is open-minded to new 

technology and identifying how improvements in the manufacturing process might lessen the need 

for capital expenditure, proven technology that can consistently deliver the treated wastewater quality 

and thereby help restore the groundwater and Waikato River catchment is required.  Therefore it is 

currently not seen that the improvements can be sustainably achieved by other means. 

Q. Why has the Buxton Farm been identified as the preferred location for the facility? 

A. Fonterra considered a total of 7 locations for the construction of the wastewater treatment facility.  

Factors considered at each site included aspects such as proximity to neighbours, the ability for the 

proposed facility to satisfy District Plan rules for noise and odours, how a facility would impact on the 

visual landscape, the feasibility of construction given ground geotechnical matters.  

Q. Does Fonterra operate similar wastewater treatment facilities that would provide confidence to the 

achievement of the proposed treated wastewater quality, and could we visit these to understand how 

the treatment facility might impact on the Hautapu/Fencourt community? 

A. Yes, Fonterra has several wastewater treatment facilities similar to that proposed for Hautapu, the 

closest of these being at Waitoa, Te Awamutu, Lichfield.  For those interested Fonterra would 

welcome an opportunity of hosting you to visit one of these sites to provide you with confidence as to 

the size and scale of such a facility and possible options that could be taken to mitigate any effects.     
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ANNEX E 

Fonterra Hautapu – Public Community Meeting 14 May 2018 

Questions and Responses. 

1. What defines a good and poor soil for irrigation? And for well drained soils that allow water/wastewater to 

infiltrate quickly is that good? 

Reply: A good irrigation soil will allow drainage but not so rapidly that the organic matter and mineral  

elements drain past the root zone of the pasture before the wastewater is treated with the assimilation of 

the organic matters, nutrients and minerals by the soil microbes. There is a careful balance between 

livestock of a paddock to avoid pugging in wet weather and the irrigation hydraulic and mineral loading so 

that the soil health is maintained.  

 
2. What makes up the wastewater, is it from plant cleaning or water from the milk?  

Reply: The activity description prepared for the application discusses the various wastewaters 
produced at the Hautapu site.  
What is termed the medium strength wastewater (MSW) that is irrigated includes processing 
wastewater from clean in place (CIP) washings from milk collection, milk treatment and from all the 
dairy processing operations, dairy product losses and floor drains from the manufacturing areas, 
tanker washing, tanker CIP, out of spec stormwater.    
Low strength wastewater (LSW) is normally associated with the condensate or milk water. At 
Hautapu this is generated from evaporator condensates, reverse osmosis plant permeates, pump 
seal water and blowdowns from cooling towers. This LSW at Hautapu is discharged to the Waikato 
River.  
Under the proposed wastewater strategy Fonterra is proposing at Hautapu the LSW and MSW will 
be combined for either irrigation or discharge to the river, with any wastewater to the river being 
treated to meet improved water quality targets.  
 

3. Plants can only absorb a certain amount of nitrogen so answer may be to increase irrigation area to absorb 

more nitrogen. Has Fonterra considered concentrating the milk on farm to reduce wastewater volumes?  

Reply: Fonterra has evaluated the source of phosphorus in its wastewater and concluded that it is 
necessary to change from the Triplex cleaning solution to be able to reduce the phosphorus loading. 
The change away from Triplex will see an increase in nitric acid usage which will increase nitrogen 
within the untreated wastewater. The proposed wastewater treatment plant will denitrify the 
wastewater so that significantly reduced loadings of nitrogen can be achieved (from current 400 – 
500 kgN/ha/yr to approximately 250 kgN/ha/yr) which combined with move away from dairy farming 
and the cut and carry of pasture will significantly reduce nitrogen leaching.    
With regard to reducing milk condensate volumes there has been some work undertaken to evaluate 
the feasibility of concentrating the milk on-farm however whilst technically feasible cost is understood 
to be the prohibiting factor. Fonterra does however have some milk concentrate plants operating in 
both New Zealand and Australia to reduce the milk water volumes and hence transportation costs. 
As part of the water and wastewater strategy for Hautapu the use of RO polisher technology has 
been evaluated for the purposes of enabling the reuse of permeates.      
 
 
 

4. How does the Cut & Carry operation impact on the wastewater irrigation? 

Reply: Two-thirds of the Fonterra farms already converted from dairy farming operations to cut and 
carry (Bruntwood, Buxton). The irrigation volumes and farm hydraulic capacity not affected by cut 
and carry. Planning between the irrigation events and the commencing of pasture mowing is 
important to sufficiently dry the pasture. 
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5. The wastewater volumes over summer do not appear to be mirrored by a corresponding decrease in 

volumes discharged to the River. Why is this? 

Reply: The best practicable option (option 2A) indicates up to 2,500m3/day treated wastewater being 
discharged to the River. This is because the existing irrigation activity includes irrigation onto the 
Fonterra farms and 3rd Party farms but our modelling of future irrigation has assumed that all 
wastewater irrigation only occurs on the Fonterra Farms. Reliance on the third party farms, when 
land-owners are reluctant to sign long term irrigation agreements due to the changing land-use 
options available to them and/or the uncertainty created by the changing regulatory framework, has 
been assessed as a risk to future irrigation.  It is considered the best practicable option for Hautapu 
is not to rely on these properties however if the third party farms agree to extended irrigation 
agreements then it can be expected the summer volumes sent to the Waikato River will be irrigated 
to these farms. 
 

6. Does Fonterra have a cost for the proposed wastewater treatment plant?  

Reply: A preliminary costs for the proposed wastewater treatment plant is in the range $50 – 60 
million. This is based on recent construction of similar plants at Lichfield and Pahiatua.   
 

7. Where is all the nitrogen in the cut and carried pasture going? 

Reply: The cut and carried pasture is expected to be sold to farmers. Any nitrogen content of the 
pasture will under Proposed Plan Change 1 required to be considered as an input for the purposes of 
individual farms nitrogen leaching assessment requirements. 
 

8. 1 cow produces the waste equivalent to approximately 200 – 300 people. I’ve seen innovation where a 

machine has been used to spray a chemical onto identified cow urine patches to help reduce nitrogen 

leaching.  

 
Reply: The proposed strategy for Hautapu will see the use of a wastewater treatment plant to 
denitrify nitrates within the wastewater, with this reducing the wastewater nitrogen load. Fonterra 
also evaluated and used a product DCD (5- 10 years ago) that when sprayed onto the paddock (3 
times per year) was partially effective at reducing nitrate leaching. Unfortunately the use of this 
product ceased when residual DCD was detected in milk following cows grazing paddocks onto 
which DCD had been sprayed.  
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Annex F: Letter from NZTA 
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